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Independent Samples t-test in SPSS

Tests the mean difference between two independent groups; for example, left-handed people will score higher on an
IQ test, on average, then right-handed people. This is a test for making an inference to population parameters (viz.,

o left rightpopulation mean IQs; H  : ì  = ì ). 

Your data in SPSS will be set up in two columns, one for the grouping variable (typically the independent variable)
and one for the outcome variable (typically the dependent variable). The outcome variable should be truly
continuous, like values from a ruler, but most psychologists use t-tests for data that looks like a crude ruler (e.g,
ratings on a scale from 1 to 7). The data should also be obtained from random sampling, or the persons should be
randomly assigned to groups. Again, most psychologists ignore this assumption, but it really is problematic because

obswithout randomization the meaning and interpretation of p  are both compromised. 

Example data where the first column is the grouping variable (1 = left, 2 = right) and the second column presents the
IQ scores.

To run the independent samples t-test, select “Analyze –> Compare Means –> Independent Samples T Test” from
the Main Menu in SPSS. 

Move the grouping variable into its box and the outcome variable into the “Test Variable(s)” box. Define the

grouping variable values as 1 and 2 for this example. The default “Options” can be used and need not be changed.  
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Annotated Output

(also known as Hedges g)

Basic descriptive statistics. Recall that the "Std. Error

Mean" is standard deviation of the sampling

distribution of the mean and can be computed by

dividing the standard deviation by the square root of

the sample size. 

This is the 95% confidence

interval built around the

difference between the two

Leftpopulation means (ì  -

Rightì ). Here the interval

includes zero and is fairly

wide in IQ units.

The mean differnce is simply the difference between

the two group means. In this example, 104.5 - 97.0 =

7.50. The "Std. Error Difference" is the denominator

term from your t-formula. This seems like a large

difference here, but the variability in the data is also

high (as seen in the standard deviations).  

obs"t" here is t  with its degrees of freedom reported.

Notice how you lose degrees of freedom if you violate

the variance assumption. The "Sig. (2-tailed)" value is

obsyour p-value (p ). If it is #.05, then your t-value is

"statistically significant" (using .05 as your criterion,

of course). This result, using the first row, is not

significant. 

Use Levene's Test to determine which row of values to

examine. If the "Sig." value is .05 or less, then you

have violated the homogeneity (equality) of population

variances assumption. You should therefore examine

the second row ("Equal variances not assumed");

otherwise, if "Sig." is greater than .05, examine the

first row. Based on this value (.834), the first row will

be examined.  

Compute effect size using your calculator (see

formulas below).   Cohen's conventions for d: s = .2, m

= .5, l = .8. For ç : s = .01, m = .06, l = .14. .2


